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Goa and Thailand house some of the best beaches in Southeast Asia. However, when you are on a
tour of these places, you naturally cannot visit all of them because besides beaches, there are a lot
of things to see and enjoy here. So, to help you out, here are five of the best Thailand and Goa
beaches. Try and squeeze in time to visit each of these.

Here are beaches which you should include in Thailand packages.

Kata beach, located in Phuket, is one of the most pristine and beautiful beaches in the country. This
is a beach which is great for families since it is far flung from the flesh trade areas of Phyket. White
sand, bright blue water and surrounding lush dark greenery make it an awesome beach.

Koh Tao beach is another stunning beach and a must include one in Thailand packages. The
beauty of the beach is complimented by the huge bounders which decorate the sands and waters
with beautiful formations. The turquoise waters make the beach look like a fairy tale.

Jomtein beach should be a part of all Bangkok packages. Just a short bus ride away from the
capital city Bangkok, this is a narrow beach. Bordered by tilted palm trees, Jomtein is one of the less
crowded beaches which you can include in Thailand packages.

Located in Koh Samet, Hat Sai Kaew beach finds a place among the best beaches which should be
visited as a part of Bangkok packages. The sands have the most powdery and are blindingly white.
The water is a very bright blue and the entire ambiance is so very relaxing.

Kamala beach does not find a mention in many Bangkok packages, which is the very reason you
should visit it because it is quite and very serene. It is an offbeat beach with clean and clear waters,
lush greenery on one side of the beach and clean brown sand where you would love to sunbathe.

Read on for some of the best Goa beaches.

Colva beach is definitely the prettiest among Goa beaches. Calm, serene and beautiful, Colva is a
much loved honeymoon destination of the state.

Miramar beach has the softest golden brown sands of all. It is a luxury to bask in the waters here.
Shady palms and blue waters complete the beauty of this picture perfect beach.

Dona Paula beach is a very special beach. With romance in the air and music of the waters, Dona
Paula is considered another perfect honeymoon destination. The beach sports light brown sands,
deep blue waters and towering coconut palms.

Palolem beach is a true beauty. Known as the paradise beach of Goa, the remarkable coastline of
Palolem gives it a stunning beauty. In order to retain the beauty of the beach, accommodation has
been provided in the form of straw huts.

Candolim beach, located close to the capital city Panaji, is has a completely relaxing ambiance.
Whitish brown sands of this large beach are very inviting. You cannot resist lying down and feeling
the warm sands caress you after a refreshing dip in the sea.
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Pradeep Kumar - About Author:
:   Beaches are the highlight in Bangkok packages and Thailand packages. Goa beaches are also
some of the best in Southeast Asia. A customized tour of the beaches in these places is possible
through travel agents who can personalize your trip. With an organized schedule, you can enjoy an
unhurried and carefree vacation.
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